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Important American periodical dating back to 1850.
Dark Ruby: One night of forbidden passion with Trevin, that was all it took to
change Lady Gwynn's life forever, giving the lady her most valuable treasure, a
little son whom she had to raise in the home of Trevin's longtime enemy.
More theories have been put forward about the Whitechapel murders of 1888
than about any other unsolved crimes in the files of Scotland Yard. Who was
'Jack the Ripper'? Was he some lone maniac 'down on whores'? Or were the
Ripper murders, as this book shows, the joint enterprise of a group of highranking desperadoes acting to protect the Prince of Wales's heir, the Duke of
Clarence, from blackmail? Many hitherto unknown facts are presented in this
authoritative book, which was first published in 1991 and includes a foreword by
Joseph Sickert. Melvyn Fairclough skilfully unravels the nexus of intrigue that has
threatened the Royal family for three generations.
Despite the esteemed nature of gold in society, evidence of adverse
ecotoxicological effects and risk to human health in various mining and extraction
techniques has generated increasing interest in the biological and environmental
implications of gold. Biogeochemical, Health, and Ecotoxicological Perspectives
on Gold and Gold Mining is the first comprehensive book to evaluate the effect of
gold production and use on human health as well as the environmental impact of
gold mining and extraction. Dr. Ronald Eisler, a well-known senior research
biologist and expert in the chemical and biological effects of various compounds
on wildlife, provides a thorough risk assessment of gold, including its geology and
sources and physical, chemical, and metabolic properties. The author documents
gold concentrations and field collections of abiotic materials and biota and
presents research on the lethal and sublethal effects of gold on plants and
animals. Supported by case histories, the book examines health risks in gold
miners, human sensitivity to jewelry and dental implants, and medicinal uses. It
uses examples in several countries to thoroughly explore the environmental
effects of gold extraction, including tailings disposal, acid mine drainage, cyanide,
arsenic, and mercury contamination, water management issues, and abandoned
mines. Unlike traditional risk assessments, the author also takes into account
social, political, economic, medicinal, and psychological variables for a more
complete perspective on gold's impact on health and the environment.
Biogeochemical, Health, and Ecotoxicological Perspectives on Gold and Gold
Mining concludes with a discussion on mining legislation, safety, and procedures.
Harper's Magazine made its debut in June 1850, the brainchild of the prominent New
York book-publishing firm Harper & Brothers. Harper's Magazine, the oldest generalinterest monthly in America, explores the issues that drive our national conversation,
through long-form narrative journalism and essays, and such celebrated features as the
iconic Harper's Index. With its emphasis on fine writing and original thought Harper's
provides readers with a unique perspective on politics, society, the environment, and
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culture.
He was mesmerized by her composure, her knowledge of household business, to say
nothing of her compelling natural beauty. He wanted to know more about her. But one
thing he knew already. She was no housekeeper.
Featuring a chapter from the author's new hardcover, The Dragonstone, a fantasy
novel features an elite group of computer adventurers who become caught in a deadly
world of virtual reality. Reprint.
"Guns of the Gods" by Talbot Mundy. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes
a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature,
we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
Reproduction of the original: The Pearl of India by Maturin M. Ballou
The second in the action-packed Jake Ransom series from blockbuster adult author James
Rollins. High adventure at its best. An ancient and priceless ruby - the Eye of Ra - has been
found beneath the Egyptian sands in the Valley of the Kings. Legend has it the jewel holds
immense power, but it has fallen into the wrong hands - which means trouble for Jake and
Kady Ransom, and an action-packed adventure as the pair are catapulted into an ancient land
of shifting sands, dark magic and dangerous enemies . . . Can Jake and Kady survive and
outwit the Skull King himself?
THERE ARE RUBIES FOR THE TAKING AS THE BRITISH EMPIRE CRUMBLES. As the
British Empire begins to fall in Africa, a disgraced Englishman and a proud Rhodesian Zulu
conspire how to get rich while the going is good. When rubies are unearthed at the sight where
they work, stealing them is the challenge, and each is not planning to share. A rebel friend of
the Rhodesian is murdered by police. The Englishman falls in love with a lady, much richer
than he, and the game is on. Amidst intrigue and tragedy, the rubies change hands until only
the now magnificent Nairobi Bloodstar survives in unexpected hands
The term culture in its anthropological sense did not enter the American lexicon with force until
after 1910—more than a century after Herder began to use it in Germany and another thirty
years after E. B. Tylor and Franz Boas made it the object of anthropological attention. Before
Cultures explores this delay in the development of the culture concept and its relation to the
description of difference in late nineteenth-century America. In this work, Brad Evans weaves
together the histories of American literature and anthropology. His study brings alive not only
the regionalist and ethnographic fiction of the time but also revives a range of neglected
materials, including the Zuni sketchbooks of anthropologist Frank Hamilton Cushing; popular
magazines such as Century Illustrated Monthly, which published Cushing's articles alongside
Henry James's; the debate between Joel Chandler Harris, author/collector of the Uncle Remus
folktales, and John Wesley Powell, perhaps the most important American anthropologist of the
time; and Du Bois's polemics against the culture concept as it was being developed in the early
twentieth century. Written with clarity and grace, Before Cultures will be of value to students of
American literature, history, and anthropology alike.

The entire Djinn Wars post-apocalyptic paranormal romance saga, now available
in one super-sized boxed set! This set includes the complete text of all twelve
books (11 full-length novels + 1 novella) — nearly a million words! Note: The
books in this omnibus edition appear in chronological series order, not in the
order in which they were first published. CHOSEN In the aftermath of a fatal fever
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that nearly wipes out the world's population, survivor Jessica Monroe encounters
the sensitive and helpful Jace...who just might be hiding secrets of his own.
TAKEN With her djinn lover imprisoned by a survivalist group intent on
eradicating all his kind, Jessica Monroe teams up with another of the Chosen to
make the dangerous journey into the heart of Los Alamos. FALLEN When a
group of rogue djinn attacks Taos, Jessica Monroe has no choice but to activate
the device that was created to rid the elementals of their supernatural powers,
even though the machine's very existence threatens to ruin the lives of her lover
and friends. STOLEN Cornered by a djinn who’s been tracking her, Leila braces
herself to be killed. Instead, her captor kisses her—and whisks her away to
sanctuary. Once Malik convinces her that she is his Chosen, she’ll be safe. But
evil waits for Malik to turn his back for one crucial moment…. ILLUMINATED
Snowdrifts aren’t the only things that pose a danger in the mountain town of
Cloudcroft, New Mexico. The only way to save her is reveal the extent of his
magic…and trust that love will light her way to the safety of his arms.
FORGOTTEN When the Heat wipes out most of humanity, Deirdre builds a
device that disables any nearby djinn. Amaal, trapped by one human woman
carrying a device capable of rendering him helpless, resolves to use their
attraction to gain her trust — and his freedom. He just never expected to lose his
heart. BROKEN Julia Innes, leader of the Immune survivors in Los Alamos, has
done her best to ensure that the rest of her fellow Immune have settled into their
new lives after the Dying. Even the friendly Santa Fe djinn have followed suit,
creating a calm between the two cities — a world of peaceful co-existence. But all
is not as it seems... FORSAKEN Ever since the Dying, Madison Reynolds has
been in hiding. Leaving her underground sanctuary means risking her life at the
hands of vengeful elementals hellbent on killing off the world's few remaining
survivors. But when her curiosity and need for exploration get the best of her, she
crosses paths with Qadim al-Syan, the new steward of Albuquerque….
FORBIDDEN Imprisoned in the outer circles of the otherworld, Aldair al-Ankara is
doomed to unending suffering. Believing he’ll never escape, he’s accepted his
dismal fate. But when destiny steps in, everything changes for Aldair. DRIVEN
Bailey easily eludes the djinn reavers in her “salvaged” Porsche…until she
encounters the one djinn who just won’t give up. Guilt nearly crushes Nasim
when he causes Bailey to crash. As she heals, he realizes she’s his Chosen. If
he wins the race for her heart — best two out of three. AWOKEN When Jordan is
caught stealing supplies, she only hopes her bullet will slow down the tall,
muscular djinn long enough to escape and continue her journey to the last
remaining human outpost. Hasan al-Abyad plans to ferret out the fascinating, sadeyed beauty’s secrets. Where she’s from. Where she’s going…and especially
why she was never Chosen. UNSPOKEN When Idris, a djinn elder, encounters
Amber, a young human woman he saved from attack during the Dying, each
touch strengthens the desire humming between them. But he is acutely aware
that Amber will soon be forced to choose between two paths…neither of which
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can ever lead to his arms.
DARK RUBYRansomed Jewels
2013 Honorable Mention, Asian American Studies Association's prize in Literary
Studies Part of the American Literatures Initiative Series Why do black characters
appear so frequently in Asian American literary works and Asian characters
appear in African American literary works in the early twentieth century?
Interracial Encounters attempts to answer this rather straightforward literary
question, arguing that scenes depicting Black-Asian interactions, relationships,
and conflicts capture the constitution of African American and Asian American
identities as each group struggled to negotiate the racially exclusionary nature of
American identity. In this nuanced study, Julia H. Lee argues that the diversity
and ambiguity that characterize these textual moments radically undermine the
popular notion that the history of Afro-Asian relations can be reduced to a
monolithic, media-friendly narrative, whether of cooperation or antagonism.
Drawing on works by Charles Chesnutt, Wu Tingfang, Edith and Winnifred Eaton,
Nella Larsen, W.E.B. Du Bois, and Younghill Kang, Interracial Encounters
foregrounds how these reciprocal representations emerged from the nation’s
pervasive pairing of the figure of the “Negro” and the “Asiatic” in oppositional,
overlapping, or analogous relationships within a wide variety of popular, scientific,
legal, and cultural discourses. Historicizing these interracial encounters within a
national and global context highlights how multiple racial groups shaped the
narrative of race and national identity in the early twentieth century, as well as
how early twentieth century American literature emerged from that multiracial
political context.
Cesar Villon de Falcon: the world's finest racing-car driver and Monaco's most
notorious playboy. But a terrifying crash has left him fighting for his life. Sarah
Priestley: the enchanting woman at his bedside, who has a secret she hopes will
help revive him—Cesar has a son! The little boy who has his daddy's eyes gives
Cesar a new lease on life. But it is his convenient marriage to Sarah that has the
potential to make this courageous man whole again….
A Bittersweet Tale of Love, Loss, and the Power of Royalty When Roger Bigod arrives
at King Henry II's court to settle a bitter inheritance dispute, he becomes enchanted
with Ida de Tosney, young mistress to the powerful king. A victim of Henry's seduction
and the mother of his son, Ida sees in Roger a chance to begin a new life. But Ida pays
an agonizing price when she leaves the king, and as Roger's importance grows and he
gains an earldom, their marriage comes under increasing strain. Based on the true
story of a royal mistress and the young lord she chose to marry, For the King's Favor is
Elizabeth Chadwick at her best. "The best writer of medieval fiction currently around."
-Richard Lee , Historical Novel Society "An author who makes historical fiction come
gloriously alive." -Times of London "Everyone who has raved about Elizabeth Chadwick
as an author of historical novels is right." -Devourer of Books Blog "I rank Elizabeth
Chadwick with such historical novelist stars as Dorothy Dunnett and Anya Seton."
-Sharon Kay Penman, New York Times bestselling author of Devil's Brood
"You're mine and no other man's." —Jafar al Hamzeh, Royal Advisor Extraordinaire
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Savoring the look on his ex-lover's face, he swept her astride his regal steed, then
raced toward his desert domain. Once, he'd envisaged Lisbet Raine as mother to his
babies. That was before she'd inexplicably walked away. Before duty demanded he
metamorphose from warrior to wastrel in order to flush out a traitor. In revenge he
offered only heartless passion to the sweet betrayer returned to his bed. But when the
enemy targeted Lisbet, Jaf wondered if he'd been wrong to believe love like theirs could
die. For he'd risk everything to ensure she didn't....
The countrys second-richest man at the time of his death, John D. MacArthur also
became one of its greatest benefactors. However, as Kriplen reveals in this compelling
book, MacArthur was not the benevolent figure one might expect.
This boxed set contains books four through six in the epic post-apocalyptic Djinn Wars
series: BROKEN: Two leaders. Two worlds. Passion ignites… …just as the storm erupts.
Julia Innes, leader of the Immune survivors in Los Alamos, has done her best to ensure
that the rest of her fellow Immune have settled into their new lives after the Dying. Even
the friendly Santa Fe djinn have followed suit, creating a calm between the two cities —
a world of peaceful co-existence. But all is not as it seems... Although she refuses to
give in to her feelings, Julia struggles with her need for Zahrias al-Harith, the leader of
the Santa Fe djinn, knowing her desire will never be reciprocated. But when a crisis
brings her face to face with Zahrias, she worries that she won’t be able to hide her
attraction to the man who holds her heart. As an unforeseen threat shatters the fragile
peace, Zahrias must confront an adversary from his past. Julia is forced into their
conflict, catapulting her into the world of the djinn…and drawing her into a struggle
where far more than just her heart is at stake. FORSAKEN: More than a year ago, a
djinn-created plague nearly wiped out all of humanity… Ever since, Madison Reynolds
has been hiding. Leaving her underground sanctuary means risking her life at the
hands of vengeful elementals hellbent on killing off the world's few remaining survivors.
But when her curiosity and need for exploration get the best of her, she crosses paths
with Qadim al-Syan, the new steward of Albuquerque. Despite her better judgment —
and her fear of the djinn — she finds herself drawn into his orbit. She knows she must
resist her ever-growing attraction for this otherworldly being, who’s unlike any man
she’s ever met. But the pull just might be too great. Will succumbing to her desire mark
her for certain death? FORBIDDEN: Sentenced to the worst punishment a djinn can
receive... Imprisoned in the outer circles of the otherworld, Aldair al-Ankara is doomed
to unending suffering. Believing he’ll never escape, he’s accepted his dismal fate. But
when destiny steps in, everything changes for Aldair. Ever since the Heat wiped out
most of the world’s population, Jillian Powell has done nothing but try to make herself
useful and helpful. When a lab accident hurls her into the otherworld’s outer circles, a
handsome stranger saves her from certain death. Escaping and finding sanctuary in an
isolated New Mexico town, Aldair and Jillian fight their growing attraction for one
another. But even as their chemistry intensifies, reality sets in. Suddenly, they both
realize that keeping Aldair hidden from the rest of the djinn might be harder than they
ever imagined…. djinn jinn genie post-apocalyptic apocalypse new mexico santa fe
demon devil angel guardian fated mates soul mate end of the world
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